ENGINEERING 0012 Spring, 2017/2174

HOW TO FORMAT “BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION” IN THE SOURCES SECTION

• For your Proposal, the bibliographic information in your SOURCES CONSULTED section will be presented exactly as in your SOURCES section, except that in your SOURCES CONSULTED section, instead of ordering sources by bracketed number, you will list sources alphabetically by the author’s last name (the first main word of the title, if there is no author given).

• If you have a question about how to present the bibliographic information for a type of source not shown here, contact your Writing Instructor.

• Bibliographic information within the 2 column, full justified format will often appear with odd spacing; this is not a problem and no points will be deducted (you will not be using the 2 column format for your Proposal, but you will be using the 2 column format in subsequent Spring 2017 assignments).

• Do NOT put a space between sources in your SOURCES section, instead of ordering sources by author’s last name (the first main word of the title, if there is no author given).

ELECTRONIC/DIGITAL/ONLINE SOURCES

Online articles from online newspapers, journals, websites
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/architecture-and-engineering/civil-engineers.htm#tab-3
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/pitt.idm.oclc.org/store/10.1002/9781118160459.ch2/asset/ch2.pdf?v=1&t=itogwimbh&as=9d27e8ea58d0c6f7ca66d2ac97c5a6867c7a1856.. p. 29
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChj0w0duKtp7SDd_X9CNptw. 7:50-14:10

HARD COPY SOURCES

Hard copy book
Authoring article or essay from a hard copy book
Article from hard copy magazine, periodical, journal, newspaper
Article from hard copy conference proceedings

“UNPUBLISHED” SOURCES

Talks, lectures, interviews, email correspondence, conversations